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Introduction
Market Frictions

I Frictions omnipresent even in liquid financial markets.
I Bid-ask spreads. Price impact.
I Negligible for passive traders.
I Crucial for active strategies. Mean reversion. Momentum.
I Trade off gains from trading against rebalancing costs.

I How to do this optimally?
I This talk: price impact.

I Large buy-orders drive up prices.
I Large sell-orders push them down.

Optimal trading strategies?



Introduction
Literature

I Vast literature on optimal execution of a single trade:
I Bertsimas and Lo (1998). Almgren and Chriss (2001).

Obizhaeva and Wang (2013). Many recent studies.
I Various nonlinear impact costs, etc.

I Several recent papers on dynamic portfolio choice:
I Order flow determined endogenously from market dynamics

and investors’ preferences.
I Garleanu and Pedersen (2013a, 2013b). Almgren and

Li (2012). Guasoni and Weber (2013).
I Linear price impact. Specific market dynamics. Constant

trading costs. Constant risk aversion.
I Here: Linear impact. Otherwise general Markovian model.



Introduction
This Paper

I General multidimensional Markovian setting.
I Explicit formulas, asymptotically for small impact costs:

I Extend and unify previous results. Shed light on the general
structure of the problem at hand.

I Reveal close connections to the optimal execution literature
(Almgren and Chriss, 2001; Schied and Schöneborn, 2009;
Schöneborn, 2011).

I Uncover analogies to other seemingly disparate frictions.
Proportional costs (Martin, 2012; Soner and Touzi, 2013;
Possamai, Soner, and Touzi, 2013; Kallsen and M-K, 2013a,
2013b; Kallsen and Li, 2013). Fixed costs (Korn, 1998;
Altarovici, M-K, and Soner, 2013).

I Rigorous proofs. Based on viscosity techniques.



Model
Unaffected Prices

I One safe asset normalized to S0
t = 1.

I d risky assets with general Markovian dynamics:

dSt = µS(t,St ,Yt)dt + σS(t,St ,Yt)dWt

I m-dimensional state variable following

dYt = µY (t,Yt)dt + σY (t,Yt)

I Driven by a q-dimensional Brownian motion W .
I St is unaffected best quote for small quantities traded slowly.
I Price impact penalizes large orders executed quickly.



Model
Linear Price Impact

I Average execution price for ∆θ shares traded over a time
interval ∆t:

St + Λt
∆θ

∆t
I Price impact purely temporary. Linear in trading rate.

I Motivated by block-shaped order book (Obizhaeva and Wang,
2013); market maker model with constant layoff times
(Garleanu and Pedersen, 2013).

I In line with some empirical studies (Breen et al., 2002; Kyle
and Obizhaeva, 2011).

I Impact described by symmetric positive-definite matrix:

Λt = Λ(t,St ,Yt ,Xt)

I Quadratic trading costs: ∆θ>

∆t Λt
∆θ
∆t ∆t



Model
Linear Price Impact ct’d

I Quadratic trading costs

∆θ>

∆t Λt
∆θ

∆t ∆t

yield well-defined, non-trivial wealth dynamics in continuous
time:

dX θ
t = θtdSt − θ̇>Λt θ̇tdt

(for absolutely continuous strategies dθt = θ̇tdt)
I Impact matrix Λt = Λ(t, St ,Yt ,Xt) can depend on investor’s

wealth.
I Allows to incorporate feedback effects as in the representative

agent model of Guasoni and Weber (2013).
I Asymptotics: Λt = λΛ(t, St ,Yt ,Xt) for λ ∼ 0.



Model
Preferences

I Investor maximizes utility from terminal wealth at time T > 0.
I General utility function U : R+ → R.
I Liquidation non-trivial for finite horizon problems with price

impact. Even asymptotically.
I Generally: investment and liquidation problems intertwined.
I Here: focus on investment problem. Liquidate to frictionless

target quickly after T with deterministic mean-variance
optimal strategy of Schöneborn (2011).

I Leads to liquidation penalty quadratic in the terminal
deviation.

I Disappears for T →∞, or if initial position is close to
frictionless target.



Main Results
Optimal Policy

At the leading order, it is optimal to..
I ..Trade from the current position θΛ to the frictionless target
θ0 with rate

θ̇Λ =

(
Λ−1/2(Λ−1/2σSσ

>
S Λ−1/2)1/2Λ1/2

(2R)1/2

)
(θ0 − θΛ)

Here, Rt = −vx (t, s, y , x)/vxx (t, s, y , x) is the risk tolerance
of the frictionless value function.

I Rate ∼ Λ−1/2. Fully determined by local dynamics, frictionless
inputs.

I Asymptotically optimal under technical assumptions typical
for verification theorems. Can be checked in concrete models.



Main Results
Optimal Policy ct’d

For a single risky asset..
I ..Trade from the current position θΛ to the frictionless target
θ0 with rate

θ̇Λ =

√√√√( σ2
S

2ΛR

)
(θ0 − θΛ)

Here, Rt = −vx (t, s, y , x)/vxx (t, s, y , x) is the risk tolerance
of the frictionless value function.

I Trade fast if..
I ..Market is volatile compared to risk tolerance.
I ..Trading costs are low.
I ..Actual position is far from the frictionless target.

I Reveals intimate connection to optimal execution literature..



Main Results
Optimal Policy ct’d

Intimate connection to the optimal execution literature:
I Asymptotically optimal trading rate: infinitesimal variance

times risk aversion, divided by two times the trading cost.
I Corresponds to initial execution rate of Almgren and Chriss

(2001), Schied and Schöneborn (2011).
I Target order is deviation from frictionless target.
I A fortiori, analogy remains true for several risky asset

(Schöneborn, 2011).
I Preferences, market, and cost parameters as well as target

updated dynamically over time.
I Portfolio choice with small price impact locally corresponds to

“optimally liquidating towards the frictionless target”.



Main Results
Optimal Policy ct’d

Illustration:
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Figure: Solid: frictionless strategy. Dotted/Dashed: larger/smaller
trading costs.



Main Results
Welfare

I Value function vλ with small price impact λΛ has expansion

vλ(ζ, ϑ) =v0(ζ)− λ1/2 (u(ζ) + (θ0(ζ)− ϑ)>k2(ζ)(θ0(ζ)− ϑ)
)

+ o(λ1/2)

where ζ = (t, s, y , x).
I Key difference to proportional and fixed costs: initial position
ϑ matters. Already at the first asymptotic order.

I Intuition: single bulk trade not negligible. Not even feasible.
I Quadratic penalty k2 for initial deviation from the frictionless

target known explicitly. Negligible if deviation is small enough.
I u solves a linear PDE, the so-called “corrector equation”.

I Again holds under suitable technical assumptions.
I With enough regularity: stochastic representation.



Main Results
Welfare ct’d

I Value function vλ with small price impact λΛ has expansion

vλ(ζ, ϑ) = v0(ζ)−λ1/2 (u(ζ) + (θ0(ζ)− ϑ)>k2(ζ)(θ0(ζ)− ϑ)
)
+o(λ1/2)

I Stochastic representation:

u(ζ) = E
[∫ T

0

vx√
2R

Tr
(
σθ

0

t (σθ
0

t )>Λ1/2(Λ−1/2σSσ
>
S Λ−1/2)1/2Λ1/2

)
dt
]

I vx is density of frictionless dual martingale measure Q.
I Whence, Taylor expansion yields certainty equivalent loss:

EQ

[∫ T

0

Tr(σθ
0

t (σθ
0

t )>Λ1/2(Λ−1/2σSσ
>
S Λ−1/2)1/2Λ1/2)√

2R
dt
]

+ o(λ1/2)

Cash equivalent of trading without frictions.



Main Results
Welfare ct’d

I Certainty equivalent loss for a single risky asset:

EQ

∫ T

0

√
(σS

t )2Λt
2Rt

(
σθ

0
t

)2
dt

+ o(λ1/2)

I Large, if..
I ..Price impact Λt is substantial.
I ..Market risk σS

t is large compared to risk tolerance Rt .
Requires close tracking.

I ..The frictionless target strategies is very active, with large
volatility σθ0

t . Requires frequent rebalancing.
I ..All averaged with respect to time, under frictionless

“marginal pricing measure” Q. Friction priced like a small
path-dependent option.



Main Results
Utility-Based Pricing and Hedging

I Consider CARA investor with exponential utility:

U(x) = −e−αx

I Then: random endowment absorbed by change of measure.
I Under sufficient regularity: previous results still apply.
I Hence: trading rate is truly universal. Applies to investment

and hedging. Only frictionless target changes.
I Welfare formulas yield indifference prices à là Hodges and

Neuberger (1989), Davis, Panas, and Zariphopoulou (1993).
I Compare Whalley and Wilmott (1997), Kallsen and M-K

(2013), Bichuch (2013), Bouchard, Moreau, and Soner (2013),
Royer and Possamai (2013) for related asymptotics with small
proportional transaction costs.



Connection to other Frictions
Different Microscopic Structures

Different frictions lead to radically different policies:
I Price impact:

I Small penalty for small trades. Always trade at finite rate.
I Large penalty for big trades. Deviation from frictionless target

cannot be kept uniformly small.
I Proportional transaction costs:

I Same penalty for all trades.
I “No-trade region” around frictionless target. Rebalancing at

infinite rate when boundaries are breached.
I Fixed transaction costs:

I Many small trades prohibitively expensive.
I Jump to frictionless target when no-trade region is left.

Unifying picture on a “macroscopic level”?



Connection to other Frictions
Unifying Macroscopic Picture

I In each case, trade to remain close to frictionless target.
I Proportional costs: reflected Brownian motion. Uniform

distribution on no-trade region. Asymptotic variance:

1
3√12

(
RtΛt
(σS

t )2

)2/3 (
σθ

0
t

)4/3

I Fixed costs: killed Brownian motion restarted at the origin.
Density given by “hat function”. Asymptotic variance:

1√
3

(
RtΛt
(σS

t )2

)1/2

σθ
0

t

I Price impact?



Connection to other Frictions
Unifying Macroscopic Picture ct’d

I With price impact: always trade towards frictionless target.
No no-trade region.

I Optimally controlled deviation ∆t has mean-reverting
dynamics,

d∆t =

√
σ2

S
2ΛR ∆tdt + dθ0

t

I Locally follows OU process, driven by θ0. Deviation normally
distributed.

I Asymptotic variance again driven by the same model inputs:

√
2
(

RtΛt
(σS

t )2

)1/2 (
σθ

0
t

)2



Connection to other Frictions
Unifying Macroscopic Picture ct’d

I Trade to remain close to frictionless target.
I Implementation of trades depends on particular fricition.
I Model inputs do not. Only powers and universal constant

change.
I Comparative statics identical. Deviation is large if..

I ..Trading is expensive.
I ..Market is volatile compared to risk aversion.
I ..Target strategy is very active.

I Results are robust across models and frictions.
I Analogous results for welfare.



Summary
Trading with Small Frictions

I Portfolio choice with linear price impact.
I General Markovian market and cost dynamics.
I Arbitrary preferences.
I Explicit formulas for optimal policy and welfare, in the limit

for small costs.
I Locally corresponds to optimal liquidation towards the

frictionless target.
I Close connection to other frictions on a macroscopic level.
I For more details:

I Moreau, L., Muhle-Karbe, J. and Soner, H.M. (2014). Trading
with small price impact. Preprint. Available at arxiv.org.



Outlook
Extensions

I Price impact and proportional transaction costs?
I Liu, R., Muhle-Karbe, J., and Weber, M. (2014). Rebalancing

with linear and quadratic costs. Preprint. Available at
arxiv.org.

I Nonlinear price impact?
I Joint work in progress with Thomas Cayé.
I Analogy with optimal execution breaks down.
I Activity of frictionless target matters for trading rate.

I Resilient order books à là Obizhaeva and Wang?
I Joint work in progress with Jan Kallsen.
I Almgren-Chriss model arises in the high-resilience limit.
I Strategies determined here are also optimal in this regime.
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